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Doing Grief in Real Life

An Invitation

There are only two or three 
human stories, and they go 
on repeating themselves as 
fiercely as if they had never 

happened before.

Willa Cather
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Some books tell you how to grieve. Some books tell you how to “get over” a bro-
ken relationship, how to forgive, how to “deal with” all kinds of unimaginable loss. 
Some books even tell you how to die or watch someone you love die. This is not one 
of those books.

Doing Grief in Real Life asked to be written at a time when brokenness and grief 
threatened to consume me. It was at a time I lost hold of my belief in the goodness of 
the world and humanity. So, it’s a book that doesn’t have much patience for formulas 
that prescribe a particular path to mental, emotional, or spiritual healing. That’s why 
I may as well tell you upfront: Doing Grief in Real Life fails to pay homage to well-
known grief theories that offer a one-size-fits-all grieving process. Theories can’t heal 
us. They may bring momentary comfort or insight, but they can also give us a false 
sense that we can manage what is not manageable.

Generalizing about grief is like generalizing about love. It throws a profoundly 
subjective personal experience into an abyss of anonymity. It denies the very aspects 
of grief that are a grieving person’s saving grace: motivation for self-reflection and 
the prospect of discovering for oneself what the sources of one’s true healing will 
ultimately be. 

Doing Grief in Real Life is a book of reflection and practice. It’s a book that will 
invite you to enter with courage into the dark inner sanctum of your grief and the 
grief of your loved ones. In that place, you may well encounter mystery thick as mud 
up to your mouth. It’s a book that asks how you choose to grieve, how you choose to 
live, how you choose to die. It’s a book that asks how you choose to mourn the deaths 
of loved ones or any life change that speaks to you of grief.

In our 21st century Western culture, many of us spend a good portion of our lives 
holding grief at arm’s length. We hire others to care for our dead and tell us how to 
mourn. We depend upon our legal system to negotiate for us our broken relation-
ships. We enlist clergy to enact rituals and ceremonies that oftentimes only vaguely 
hint at the intimate sorrows and excruciating changes they represent.

Doing Grief in Real Life asks you to carry your own sorrows, observe them, listen 
to them, and discover what they are calling forth in you. It asks you to encourage 
your family members and friends of all ages to do the same. Although you may find 
comfort in these pages, if you come seeking it, you may be disappointed – as C. S. 
Lewis wrote in his book, Mere Christianity:

 “ . . . comfort is the one thing you cannot get by looking for it. If you 
look for truth, you may find comfort in the end: if you look for comfort 
you will not get either comfort or truth – only soft soap and wishful 
thinking to begin with and, in the end, despair.” 



May these pages prompt you to look truthfully, gaze fearlessly into your grief, and 
discover how your grief might be a catalyst for healing.

Each grief experience is as unique as the person who embodies it, each death as 
unrepeatable as any birth. If only we can learn to attend death as witnesses and par-
ticipants of life. Then, we may come to know grief as a teacher. Then, we are capable 
of seeing that the darkness of our grief can become the most exquisite canvas. Upon 
that canvas, the light of mourning is utterly distinguishable. In measure, it reveals 
the wondrous and varied landscapes of the human soul. 

This is one of the many paradoxes of grief. Silently, mournfully, it hollows a space 
to make room for something new. What that something is, is up to you.





What This Guidebook 
Asks of You

 Why This Book? 

There are times in everyone’s life 
when something constructive is born 
out of adversity . . . when things seem 
so bad that you’ve got to grab your 
fate by the shoulders and shake it. 

author unknown
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Walk the Walk
You may be reading this book because you or a loved one already came face to 

face with excruciating grief. If not, my kudos for your bravery. Most people don’t 
dwell on grief unless they must. What’s more, when grief descends upon your world, 
you can choose to run from it as if life depends on it. Sometimes life does. Depend 
on it. Sometimes denial is the safest way our psyches come through grief with a 
semblance of sanity. But if you opened this book, you know denial isn’t a place most 
people can bear to live forever – at least, not if a person is bent on finding cherished 
meaning or true happiness, or living a mostly authentic life.

Doing Grief in Real Life doesn’t contain a magic formula or sure-fire approach to 
ease your suffering. It’s likely to be as beneficial to you as you make it. If you’re in the 
throes of grief, this book can provide solace, inspiration, activities, and approaches to 
grieving and healing that are immediately useful. If you’re seeking a new perspective 
on grief to increase self-awareness, enhance family intimacy, or enrich your work as a 
professional healer, this book offers sustenance for a lifelong journey.

This guidebook is a soulful invitation for you to gather the scattered shards of 
your grief and melt them down in the crucible of change. Transformed grief can be 
shaped into one of life’s most useful possessions – the strength and courage to heal 
your deepest wounds.

A Step at a Time
Ultimately, this guidebook is about your journey with grief. In the end, it is a 

story about you carrying your grief-related burdens into the heart of healing to see 
what grief can make of you and what you can make of your grief. There may be times 
during your journey with grief that you seem to skip along past the pain to make a 
beeline for healing and other times when the way of grief is tediously and painfully 
confusing or slow-going. Sometimes your grief may ask you to stay put or retrace 
your steps to get your bearings. Your journey may be winding or suddenly change 
course. Wherever and however you find yourself on this path, remember to walk the 
walk with grief as you are – from wherever you find yourself in the present moment. 
Take your journey a step at a time, knowing that many small steps will get you there. 
Set your own pace. Adjust your path. Trust your inner compass to guide you.

Acknowledge Life and Death Changes
For many, grief is synonymous with bereavement of physical death – your own or 

that of a loved one. No doubt, physical death can open a person up to profound grief, 
but death is only one of many losses we humans face in the course of a lifetime. 

Doing Grief in Real Life broadens the scope on passages of loss, death, and 
change. Broken relationships through divorce, betrayal or conflict, illness or injury, 
sudden loss of belongings, beliefs, or cherished daily rhythms and routines, experi-
encing violence, injustice, disappointment, loneliness, shame, or failure may be for 
some grievers a death worse than death. The illusionary great divide between living 
and dying is filled with all sorts of life-altering changes that breed grief.
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Grief is mixed in, too, with life changes that are thought to be happy occasions: 
marriage, graduation, giving birth or adopting a child, developmental passages that 
bid innocence or youth farewell, or retirement, to name some. Looking into the 
kaleidoscope of human experience, it may surprise you to see that grief weaves itself 
through good times, too. To live fully, we are obliged to befriend grief and tune into 
its healing potential in times of sorrow and celebration.

Explore Your Unique Ways of Doing Grief With
My Model of Adaptive Grieving Dynamics

Unfortunately, for those living in the United States, our greatest expertise re-
garding grief may be our collective knowledge of infinite possibilities for numbing 
the pain of it. One recovering addict says pointedly: “Addiction is a direct result of 
unresolved grief.” Drugs and alcohol, sex, entertainment, work, electronic media, 
shopping, eating – all of these diversions can become addictive when we use them to 
shove grief underground. 

Even those who willingly face our grief may be terribly challenged by grief’s com-
plexities. Most of us have only a vague understanding of what grief is and how it af-
fects us. Today’s foremost grief experts argue among themselves about how to define 
grief and grieving. A massive dilemma in seeking common answers to grief-related 
questions is that each person’s grieving process is unique and so are approaches to 
healing. If we accept this knowledge at face value, we might be inclined to leave each 
griever to fend for healing alone, waiting until grieving becomes problematic to give a 
griever the curative support that’s needed. But grieving is as much a social endeavor 
as it is a personal one. That’s why building a common language to communicate high-
ly personal experiences of grief and grieving can be useful. When we learn to speak, 
observe, and listen in a common language of mourning, compassionate understand-
ing among grievers becomes more possible. 

Part I of this book, “The Underbelly of All Good Things: Exploring the Paradoxes 
of Grief, Grieving, and Healing,” provides soulful guidance for you to 

• Experience st for personal growth and needed social change, 
• Explore the curative relationship between grief, grieving, and healing, and
• Utilize your unique grieving responses to ease and heal your suffering. 

You’ll be introduced to my Model of Adaptive Grieving Dynamics (MAGD) that 
highlights four types of grieving responses – lamenting, heartening, tempering, and 
integrating (see pages 40-42). These four dynamics are universal among grievers but 
experienced and expressed differently by you and anyone who suffers grief.
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Doing Grief in Real Life invites you to use the MAGD as a compass to help guide 
you as you grieve and heal. Each chapter in Part I concludes with a section called 
“Intimate Exposure: Guided Contemplations to Inspire Self-Reflection” that will help 
you to explore your unique experiences of grief and your responses to it. As you read 
and reflect, engage in the contemplations that are most helpful and relevant to you.

Heal Yourself, Heal Your Family
(However Family is Defined for You)

Doing Grief in Real Life sheds light on personal and social healing from an 
intergenerational perspective. An ongoing challenge with grieving alongside your 
loved ones is knowing when, where, and how to tend to your own suffering and 
when, where, and how to tend to the suffering of another. An oft-used metaphor for 
self-care is the airline directive that reminds a passenger to “put your own oxygen 
mask in place before helping those around you.” However, the reality is that most of 
us grieve and heal while we are caring for children, aging parents, or those who are 
injured, ill, or dying. At the very least, we often grieve in tandem with those we love, 
requiring attention to be shared between one’s self-healing and encouraging anoth-
er’s healing alongside. 

Most of us don’t have the luxury to disappear into the grieving cave for long with-
out damaging our connections with loved ones who may be in as much pain as we 

Model of Adaptive Grieving Dynamics © 2014 by Charlene DeShea Bagbey Darian

GRIEVER

Lamenting

Heartening

Tempering Integrating
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are. Rest assured, there are facets of grief you can only face alone. No doubt you will 
be of greater assistance to others when you learn how to heal your solitary suffering. 
There may even be times you retreat temporarily to attend to your personal healing. 
But woe to the one who fails to mourn and heal with those they love. Authentic and 
deep healing is a lifelong proposition, so while we learn to meet grief on our own 
terms, at once, we must learn to meet grief in our loved ones – on their terms.

In Part II, “Enough Grief for a Lifetime: Grieving and Healing from Birth to Old 
Age,” you’ll be invited to consider developmental changes and characteristics that 
influence a person’s grieving responses throughout the stages of the human life cycle: 
infancy, childhood, youthhood, adulthood, and elderhood. Adaptive strengths for 
grieving and healing that we humans generally acquire during each of these devel-
opmental cycles can snowball into phenomenal capacities to heal grief more fully as 
we mature. Thus, healers of all ages from the newly born to the eldest of the elders 
can make valuable contributions to a family’s healing journey – however “family” is 
defined for you. 

May this book help you to become more familiar with the dance between 
self-healing and healing with others of all ages. For those who learn this dance, heal-
ing becomes more (oh, so much more) than the victory of one. This is how healing 
expands exponentially. This is how healing changes the world – one person, one 
relationship, one family at a time.

Heal the Whole Griever – Body, Heart, Mind & Spirit
Until recently, most therapeutic approaches to grief focused on emotional pain. 

However, grief permeates the whole person – physically, emotionally, mentally, 
and spiritually. It can reside in one dimension of a griever’s being more greatly than 
another, given a person’s age, personality or temperament, family and community 
conditioning, body chemistry, grieving tendencies, loss experiences, and the like. If 
a griever or their caregiver focuses overly much on emotional distress, grief residing 
elsewhere in a person’s being may go undetected. Perpetually unacknowledged grief 
can deepen its hold on the body, psyche, or spirit to play havoc with physical health, 
the vibrancy of one’s inner life, and intimate relationships. Doing Grief in Real Life 
guides you to heal all aspects of your being – body, heart, mind, and spirit.

Gather Your Healing Medicine
Part III, “The Healing Chest: Gathering Your Own Best Medicine,” offers a pleth-

ora of resources on personal and family healing. This section will guide you to the 
curative wisdom of some of the most innovative healers of our time – counselors, 
therapeutic caregivers, art advocates, naturalists, athletes, scientists, spiritual guides, 
death and dying practitioners, and more. From among the bounty, you’ll be prompt-
ed to create healing chests that include the “medicine” that works best for you, your 
family, and anyone who walks beside you as a grieving companion.



Forge a Trail
Doing Grief in Real Life is my attempt to offer a caring presence as you forge a 

trail to the deep river of healing that grief can open up in you. I hope this guidebook 
will be a trusted companion as you walk the walk – whether you take it a step at a 
time or blaze the trail like there’s no tomorrow. Either way, healing is the journey of 
a lifetime, because healing can change everything – grief, love, even death. But now 
I’m getting ahead of myself. First, healing requires you to become familiar with the 
nuances of your grief. Indeed, your grief is the sickle with which to clear the trail to 
the river.


